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In the final cut, unwanted parts of movies are removed or spliced out. Similarly, segments of newly made RNAs are spliced together in order to make proteins in appropriate amounts. In diseases like Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA), misfiring of the cellular “editing machine” leads to faulty RNAs and dysfunctional proteins. At OSU, we have developed therapies for SMA that restore function of cellular editors to ensure correct splicing of RNAs.

1. RNA is produced like movie film, including scenes that will not make the final cut.

2. The spliceosome is an RNA editing factory composed of several protein and RNA editors, decision-makers, and studio execs.

3. The spliceosome is recruited to edit these non-coding sequences out and ‘splice’ the adjacent sequences together.

4. Just like scenes lost on the cutting room floor, removed RNA sequences are thrown out!

5. The resultant, ‘spliced’ RNAs are then translated into protein, performing their intended purpose.

The spliceosome is a large and complex machine. Mutations that affect this machine have been shown to cause multiple human diseases. Many of these disrupt development of the head and nervous system, resulting in neurodegenerative diseases like Spinal Muscular Atrophy.

Usually, there are enough editors to keep up with the number of films being created, resulting in polished final features:

In SMA there are not enough editors to keep up with the demand of films being produced resulting in ‘unfinished’ or unedited movies:

To treat SMA we use a virus to deliver components necessary to make more editors, restoring splicing function.